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MAKING SMILES BRIGHTER

Before each session, use 70% alcohol spray to disinfect the LED lamp head (spray on paper towel and wipe lamp head). 
Spray on teeth shade guide & allow to air dry before placing shader back into display case). Please note: Whitening kits should
be kept refrigerated.

1.  After your client has purchased a Brilliant Smile self-administered teeth whitening kit, have your client read & sign the 
     consent form. 
2.  Hand the teeth shader to your client for them to establish their current teeth shade, your client should hold the teeth shader 
     close to their teeth in front of a mirror in natural light.
3.  Ask your client to sit comfortably in the provided chair.
4.  Always wear a pair of hygienic latex gloves when opening & handling your client's teeth whitening kit.
5.  Hand your client the blue bib to wear during the whitening process.
6.  Hand one oral brush up to your client for them to brush their teeth with (insert index finger and brush with blue side).
7.  While your client is brushing their teeth with the oral brush up, remove one whitening gel syringe from the kit and *pour
     2.5ml whitening gel (evenly distributed) on top level of mouth tray and the remaining  2.5ml gel on the bottom of the mouth
     tray and hand the mouth tray filled with gel to your client for them to insert the tray into their mouth. (NB: your client has
     to insert the tray into their own mouth)
8.  Ask your client to bite down on the mouth tray and wiggle the tray around to ensure the whitening gel covers all their teeth.
     Please note: For the most comfortable experience, it is best to rest your tongue on palate (roof of mouth)
     throughout the session, 
9.  Hand your client the red LED safety glasses to wear during the process.
10.Set the timer on the LED lamp for 15-30 minutes.
11.Ask your client to sit back in the chair with their head slightly tilted backwards and to make themselves comfortable.
12.Hand 1-2 pieces of the paper towel to your client for them to use if things become a bit ‘messy’ (it is common to drool a little 
     bit during the process, inform client to rest their tongue on roof of mouth during session for the most comfortable experience).
13.Bring the LED lamp to client's mouth, the lamp should be about 5 cm away from their mouth.
14.Press the start button on lamp for the first 15-30 minutes session to start.
15.Play some relaxing music in the background and leave magazines for your client to read during the whitening process for
     the best possible whitening experience.
16 After the 15-30 minutes has passed (the lamp will switch off automatically), hand your client a clean glass of water for them 
     to rinse their mouth & mouth tray with.
17.*Repeat steps 7-14
18.

this will prevent drooling & swallowing the whitening gel).

Compare new teeth shade on teeth shader.

Inform your client that it takes about 24-48 after a teeth whitening treatment for teeth's tubules to fully close and during this 
time additives and colouring can re-stain your teeth. So no dark sources, coffee, red wine, curry or anything that might re-stain 
their teeth. For optimal whitening results, your client can further whiten their teeth at home with the whitening pen which is 
included in their kit. (Instructions on how to use the whitening pen is also included in the kit). 

Things you’ll need for running your own Smile Bar

Before or After a Whitening Session

After a Whitening Session

When your client arrives

1. A comfortable chair, preferably one that allows you to sit with your head slightly tilted backwards
2. A hand held mirror or a wall mirror mounted against the wall where there is natural light for before and after whitening 
    comparison.
3. A small table next to chair to pack your client’s whitening kit, the professional teeth shade guide, a glass of water for rinsing, 
    a pair of latex gloves (that you will wear when handling your client’s whitening kit) and a roll medical towel. All these items
    can be packed neatly on one sheet of medical towel for a more professional and hygienic service. 

Thank your for purchasing a Brilliant Smile Bar!

Please follow these simple steps when doing a Teeth Whitening Session
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